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The zeropoint or quantum vacuum turns the conventional world inside out.
Normal everyday logic doesn’t work. Up is down, more is less, dead is alive.
Words matter more than numbers. In this area normal world views don’t make
sense. For example there is no Doppler shift. No sense of movement in the
conventional sense. To prosper in this environment new economic structures
are required. This view requires new mathematical systems to learning
modalities. The Masterplan diagrams are a pictorial representation of the
arrangement and priority of these structures. People are the primary resource
and reference point, not space or time.
The directions of the energies of people through new structures in:
mathematics, infrastructure, position translation, time and knowledge lead to
better quality wealth creation than in geometrically organized civilizations. A
high energy density zeropoint inverts the normal direction of exploitation. It is
not the wheel that is of value but the hole in the centre. You don’t move
around in the world the world moves around you. Objects and space, once
seen as dead, are teaming with life. In order to prosper you must slow down
not speed up. The mathematics of the zeropoint is highly predictive so you
don’t strive to overcome nature, nature strives to overcome you.
To the bean counters of the world it means you can win at stochastic processes
such, as financial markets or the weather. In energy production circuits based
on zeropoint inspired architectures can run indefinitely. Optics can be used to
order normal light. The wheel and the rocket can be replaced. Time can stand
still. The process or learning can be one of self discovery guided by the
environment. These changes can bring cost savings and quality of life
improvements. The biggest hurdles are existing thought structures. The
rewards are a more fulfilling life and sound sleep.

